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introduction
to Snapseed

Professional-level editing tools with
precise and fine-tuned effects



Make every photo a
little less ordinary.
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basic steps



Auto White Balance

Tap on the AW button to instantly adjust the white
blance. Your image may brighten or darken

creating a better look. Tap on the check-mark
when you are satisfied with your image. 

WB balances the color temperature in your image.
How does it do this? It adds the opposite color to

the image in an attempt to bring the color
temperature back to neutral. Instead of whites
appearing blue or orange, they should appear
white after correctly white balancing an image.



Sharpening the photo

Image sharpening is an effect applied to digital
images to give them a sharper appearance. Almost
all lenses can benefit from at least a small amount

of sharpening.
The Sharpening tool often reduces the quality of

your image by introducing grain. 
If you do use Sharpening, use it in moderation.



Cropping option

To crop a photo, simply hold down your fingers and
move inwards until you receive the desired look.

Cropping removes distracting elements or empty
space from the edges of the frame. It can also

improve composition and emphasize the essential
aspects of the photo.

In the Snapseed Tools, tap Crop. Select an aspect
ratio, e.g. Original, Square, 4:3, etc. Or select Free if

you prefer to crop without being restricted to
particular dimensions.



RGB

Use curves to add different levels of contrast to your
image, remap white and black levels, tweak

highlights and shadows, as well as significantly
manipulate color values. 

The individual channels work as follows:

The Red curve tones the picture either towards red
or towards its opposite, turquoise.

The Green curve tones the picture either towards
green or towards its opposite, magenta.

The Blue curve tones the picture either towards blue
or towards its opposite, yellow.

The RGB curve changes the photo’s overall
brightness and contrast.



The Brush
 The brush tool gives you ultimate control over

selectively adjusting brightness and color.
perfect for photos where different parts of the scene

need brightening or darkening
Use your finger to brush over the areas you want to

adjust
If you don’t see the brush tools beneath your image,

tap the Brush icon at the bottom of the screen.
Select the Dodge & Burn brush to brighten or

darken certain areas of your photo.
To see which areas you’ve adjusted, tap the Eye
icon. Any areas that you’ve brushed over appear

highlighted in red.
If you made a mistake, you can erase your edits.

Tap the up or down arrows until the value is set to
Eraser. Then brush over the red areas to remove
your edits. Switch off the Eye icon to hide the red

highlight.



Rotation 

To rotate your photo manually, drag your finger
over the image. Use the gridlines to help you get

the image straight

When you rotate a photo, the tilted edges get
cropped. Check that you’re not going to lose any

important elements from the edges of the frame. If
you’re happy with the edit, tap the checkmark.



Healing
 

select the Healing tool and tap on the
object which you want to remove. The app

will effectively cover up it with patches
from nearby areas.



Filters
 

Grain Add natural-looking grain
to the image. A value of 0 will

ensure no grain is added.
Style Strength Increase or
decrease the effect of the

chosen style. 
           A value of 0 will ensure no

additional style is added,
allowing only grain to be

applied.



The purpose of the HDR Scape
tool is to bring out as much

detail as possible in the photo
HDR Scape is a powerful tool but

please use it with caution. 

HDR
 

If you over-do the HDR effect, you
can end up ruining your image.

HDR Scape will try to aggressively
brighten the shadows, which will

introduce noise 
 



Adding text option lets you
choose the font, colour and the
size of the text you want to write

You can then tap on the text
and move it anywhere on the

picture

Text
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